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Abstract—This paper focuses on the creation of Arabic named 

entity gazetteer lists, by exploiting Wikipedia and using the Naïve 

Bayes classifier to classify the named entities into the three main 

categories: person, location, and organization. The process of 

building the gazetteer starts with automatically creating the 

training and testing corpora. The training corpus consists of 

Arabic text; whereas, the testing corpus is derived from an 

English text using the Stanford name entity recognition. A 

Wikipedia title existence check of these English name entities is 

then performed. Next, if the named entity exists as a Wikipedia 

page title, a check for Arabic parallel pages is conducted. Finally, 

the Naïve Bayes classifier is applied to verify or assign new name 

entity tag to the Arabic name entity. Due to the lack of available 

resources, the proposed system is evaluated manually by 

calculating accuracy, recall, and precision. Results show an 
accuracy of 53%. 

Keywords—Arabic name entity resources; naïve Bayes 

classifier; Wikipedia 

I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1) 

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a subtask of 
information extraction, and refers to the process of extracting 
and classifying some text elements into various pre-defined 
classes such as names of persons, organizations, locations, date 
and time expressions, percentages, quantities, and monetary 
values [1]. Additional classes can include: biological species, 
genes, proteins, diseases, and anatomy [2]. NER can be useful 
in many applications such as information retrieval, question 
answering, machine translation, text clustering, and navigation 
systems.  

Research works focusing on recognizing Named Entities 
(NEs) from different languages are available but mostly for 
English. Work on the Arabic NER is still limited due to 
specific features and challenges of Arabic language. Firstly, 
there are three types of Arabic language, classical Arabic, 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and colloquial Arabic. 
Secondly, Arabic language is generally ambiguous. It is a 
highly agglutinative language usually written with the short 

vowels omitted. Moreover, Arabic lacks capitalization, 
uniformity in writing styles, and resources [3]. 

To date, three main general purpose tag sets have been 
devised for Arabic language NE tagging. The first tag set, 
which consists of three tag elements, was initiated in 1995 
during the 6th Message Understanding Conference (MAC-6) 
[4]. The three tag elements are: (1) ENAMEX used to represent 
persons’ names, locations, and organizations, (2) NUMEX 
used to represent numerical expressions, money and 
percentages, and (3) TIMEX which is used to represent time 
and date expressions. The second tag set was initiated in 2002 
during the Conference on Computational Natural Language 
Learning [5]. In this tag set, NEs are classified into four 
categories; person name, location, organization, and 
miscellaneous. Using this scheme, chunks of NEs in a dataset 
are tagged using the Inside-Outside-Beginning (IOB) format, 
where a token is tagged with "B" to indicate that it is at the 
beginning of a chunk, with "I" to indicate that it is inside the 
chunk and with "O" to indicates that the token does not belong 
to a chunk (i.e. outside, not part of the chunk). The third tag set 
was initiated in 2003 by the Automatic Content Extraction 
(ACE) program [6]. The tag set classifies NEs into four 
categories: person name, facility, organization, and 
geographical and political entities (GPE). Vehicles and 
weapons were added to the tag set as two new categories in 
ACE 2004 and ACE 2005. 

NER approaches can be categorized into hand-made rule-
based NER, machine learning (ML) NER and hybrid NER [7]. 
In the hand-made rule-based approach, NER is performed 
using human devised rule sets, while in ML approach, the NER 
problem is converted into a classification problem and hence 
ML techniques are used as a solution. In the hybrid NER 
approach, a combination of rule-based and ML-based 
approaches are used together employing the best of each. This 
paper proposes a ML based technique that exploits multilingual 
Wikipedia for the purpose of building Arabic NE gazetteer lists 
that will help improve Arabic NER. The rest of this paper is 
structured as follows: section 2 discusses related works, section 
3 describes the methodology, section 4 presents the 
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experimental results and evaluation, and section 5 is the 
conclusion. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section, a description of the different Arabic NER 
techniques that have been proposed is provided. One 
straightforward NER technique was proposed by Shah et al. in 
[7], who devised SYNERGY, an Arabic NER system that 
translates Arabic to English before performing NER. Other 
techniques make use of parallel corpora. Samy et al. in [9] used 
parallel corpora in Spanish and Arabic, and a Spanish NE 
tagger to tag the name entities in the Arabic corpus. In their 
approach, Spanish NEs are extracted from Spanish sentences 
and classified into sub-lists according to their type. Date NEs 
are passed to the date module, while other types such as 
person, location, geographical names and some acronyms are 
passed to the transliteration module. Although the authors 
reported high precision and recall, it should be noted that their 
approach is applicable only when a parallel corpus is available. 
Darwish and Gao in [10] proposed multiple approaches to 
improve NER from microblogs. This approach is language 
independent and comprises of creating large gazetteers, domain 
adaption and a two-pass semi-supervised method. 

A. Ruled-based Approaches 

The work of Mesfar in [11] is an example of the Arabic 
rule-based approach. The system the researcher described, 
combines a morphological parser and a syntactic parser built 
with the NooJ linguistic development environment. The system 
starts by tokenizing text, then this text is sent to the 
morphological analyzer which uses finite state technology to 
parse vowelized, partially vowelized and un-vowelized text. 
The recognized forms associated with linguistic information 
are sent to an Arabic NER system, which in turn recognizes the 
NE's with the help of knowledge sources such as gazetteers and 
grammars. Mesfar's system uses the ENAMEX, TIMEX and 
NUMEX tagging scheme. 

Shaalan and Raza in [12] developed PERA, a rule-based 
person NER system for Arabic language. It consists of a 
lexicon in the form of gazetteer name lists, and a grammar in 
the form of regular expressions. The authors improved their 
work by proposing a modified system called NERA, a rule-
based Name Entity Recognition for Arabic, consisting of a 
dictionary of names (whitelist) and grammar in the form of 
regular expressions. The system is capable of recognizing and 
extracting person name, location, company, date, time, price, 
measurement, phone number, ISBN and file name [13], [14]. 
Shihadeh and Neumann in [15] developed another Arabic NER 
system named ARNE. Their work performs tokenization, 
morphological analysis, Buckwalter transliteration, POS 
tagging and finally the recognition of NEs is performed using 
the Inside-Outside-Beginning tagging scheme.  

Zaghouani in [16] proposed RENAR, a rule-based Arabic 
NE recognition system. RENAR uses a freely available corpus 
and other resources that are built by the author, such as stop 
words list, modifiers lists, and person, location, organization 
gazetteers. This system comprises of three main steps; the pre-
processing, lookup of known names and finally the local 
grammar step which is responsible of recognizing the unknown 
names.  This system is a multilingual NER system used to 
extract three Arabic NEs; person, location and organization. 

An Arabic NER method based on transducer cascade is 
proposed by Mesmia et al. in [17]. Their method consists of 
three main steps: firstly, the construction of two dictionaries 
that contain the first names and the last names. Secondly, the 
identification of extraction rules. And thirdly, the establishment 
of transducers. The testing of this system was done using a 
Wikipedia corpus, which is constructed using the Arabic kiwix 
tool.  

Two other research efforts employed rule based approaches 
for domain specific Arabic NER; one of which targeted the 
crime domain and was proposed by Asharef et al. in [18], while 
the other targeted the political domain and was proposed by 
Alshref and Aziz in [19]. 

B. Machine Learning-Based Approaches  

Many Arabic NER research papers fall under the ML 
category. Mohammed and Omar in [20] proposed an Arabic 
NER system based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) that 
aims to classify Arabic NEs. Their system consists of three 
stages. In the first stage, the text is pre-processed in order to 
clean the collected data. In the second stage, Arabic letters are 
converted to the Roman alphabet. Finally, in the third stage the 
data is classified using ANNs. The accuracy of their system 
reached 92%. This result was compared with the result 
obtained by the decision trees (DTs) which reached 87% when 
applied on the same data. 

A semi-supervised algorithm for Arabic NER known as 
ASemiNER was proposed by Althobaiti et al. in [21]. 
ASemiNER, does not require annotated training data or 
gazetteers and can recognize three NEs; person, location and 
organization. This algorithm consists of three main 
components that attempt to  extract semantic information from 
natural text; first the pattern induction and consists of initial 
patterns and generalization steps. Second, instance extraction. 
And third, instance ranking/selection. Another approach that 
combines the semi-supervised and the distant learning 
techniques was proposed by Althobaiti et al. in [22]. This 
technique is capable of recognizing three NEs; person, location 
and organization. The two classifiers, semi-supervised and the 
distant learning, are trained and combined using the Bayesian 
Classifier Combination (BCC) procedure. 

NAMERAMA is another system that recognizes Arabic 
NEs in the medical domain [23]. It is based on Bayesian Belief 
Network (BBN) and uses the Inside-Outside tagging scheme to 
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identify disease names, symptoms, treatment methods, and 
diagnosis methods. NAMERAMA comprises four steps; pre-
processing, data analysis, feature extraction and classification.  

Benajiba et al. in [24] presented another system based on 
maximum entropy (ME). The authors developed their own 
corpus known as ANERcorp and their own gazetteers known 
as ANERgazet. A two-step improvement to this system is 
proposed by Benajiba and Rosso in [25]; the first step 
concentrates on the delimitation of the NE's using the 
contextual and POS-tag information, while the second step is 
fully ME-based. A further enhancement on the accuracy of 
ANERsys was presented by using Conditional Random Fields 
instead of the Maximum Entropy probabilistic model [26]. 

A NER system which uses support vector machine (SVM), 
together with language independent and language dependent 
features was described by [27]. The system uses the Inside-
Outside-Beginning tagging scheme. An approach based on 
SVM is proposed by [28], in order to recognize person, 
location and organization named entities. The approach 
combines publicly available systems and corpora; such as 
YamCha tool, Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyzer 
(BAMA), the Stanford POS tagger, and ANERgazet. Another 
SVM based approach namely ANER is proposed in [29], 
which uses Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and a combination 
of binary features, in addition to the Inside-Outside-Beginning 
tagging scheme. 

C. Hybrid Approaches 

Only few research efforts in literature detailed hybrid 
Arabic NER approaches. Shaalan and Oudah in [30] proposed 
a system that integrates ML with rule-based approaches. The 
system consists of three main phases; (1) a rule-based NER 
phase, (2) a feature selection and extraction phase, and a (3) 
ML phase. The authors identified 11 types of Arabic name 
entities: Person, Location, Organization, Date, Time, Price, 
Measurement, Percent, Phone Number, ISBN and File Name.  

Abdallah et al. in [31] proposed a hybrid Arabic NER 
system that combines NERA with DTs. Their system works 
sequentially by using the results of the rule-based system 
NERA as an input features for the ML classifiers, the DTs. 
This system focused on three NEs; person, location and 
organization. Another hybrid system that combined rule-based 
with SVM was proposed by Meselhi et al. in [32] to recognize 
eight NEs; Location, Person, Organization, Date, Time, Price, 
Measurement and Percent. The components of Meselhi's 
system work in parallel.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

This section describes the different steps undertaken to 
build the Arabic NE gazetteer lists. These steps are organized 
in three consecutive phases: (1) corpus building phase, (2) 

testing dataset building phase, and (3) building the gazette. The 
individual steps undertaken in each phase are described below.  

A. Phase 1: Corpus building  

This phase consists of three main steps: 

Step 1 Collecting data: 300 NEs were carefully selected 
manually from Wikipedia. These NEs represent titles of 300 
Wikipedia pages in Arabic language. Since this research 
concerns three categories, the 300 NEs were distributed equally 
amongst the three categories; person, location, and 
organization. Thus, each category is made of 100 NEs. Table 
IV in appendix A shows a list of the selected NEs.  

Step 2: Fetching pages from Wikipedia: For each NE 
collected in step 1, the Wikipedia pages were fetched and only 
the textual content of these pages was taken into consideration, 
ignoring links, figures, and tables. Similarly, each group of 100 
files was annotated with a specific NE class. 

Step 3: Processing pages: Prior to training, each file content 
was processed by eliminating   punctuation, stop words, non-
Arabic text, and diacritical marks. Finally, stemming was 
performed. 

B. Phase 2: Dataset preparation  

The dataset used in this work is created and prepared for 
testing purposes. This phase consists of five main steps: 

Step 1: Collecting data: Text is collected from Aljazeera in 
English language. The collected text includes approximately 
100 NEs. 

Step 2: Extracting English Nes: Stanford NER is applied on 
the English text to extract English NEs. Each NE is assigned 
one of the NE tags corresponding to three classes; person, 
location, and organization. For example, Jordan is assigned the 
tag location. 

Step 3: Fetching English Wikipedia titles: For each English 
NE extracted in the previous step, a Wikipedia search is 
performed using the extracted NE as the search term. For 
example, Jordan is looked up in Wikipedia, if there exists a 
page entitled Jordan in Wikipedia, then the page is fetched. 

Step 4: Checking for Arabic parallel page: From the 
Wikipedia page of each English title obtained in the previous 
step, an existence check of its Arabic parallel page is 
performed. If the page exits, then the Arabic Wikipedia title 
and page are fetched. Otherwise, the language of the Wikipedia 
is changed to Arabic and the English title is used to search for 
Arabic titles and pages. Then the textual content of these pages 
are grouped according to the NE class given by the Stanford 
NER into three classes. For example: check if the page Jordan 
contains an Arabic language link, if yes then fetch the Arabic 
page for it, otherwise search for Jordan using Arabic Wikipedia 
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interface, in either way, select the textual content of the Arabic 
parallel page and save it with its original tag. 

Step 5: Processing pages: Each Arabic file content is then 
processed and prepared for testing. The processing consists of 
similarly punctuation, stop words, non-Arabic text, and 
diacritical marks removal, followed by stemming. It is 
important to note that the Stanford NER recognizes only single 
tokens and not chunks of NEs, while a Wikipedia search for 
these tokens fetches chunks of NEs, thus the original token 
may not be equivalent to the title fetched. For example, 
Sumaya represents a person and is assigned the NER tag: 
person. The proposed system may fetch the Arabic parallel 
Wikipedia page: Princess Sumaya University for Technology 
which represents a location. Thus, phase 3 is applied to verify 
the NER tag change. 

C. Phase 3: Resource building 

This phase is the final phase and which involves the gazette 
building. In the gazette building phase, a naïve Bayes (NB) 
classifier is used to assign NE tags to the Arabic NE. NB 
classifier is considered one of the probabilistic classifiers. NB 
classifier is based on Bayes theorem shown below and 
independent assumptions between features. 

 

Where  and  are events, ,  and  are 

the probabilities of observing  and .  is a conditional 

probability, which means the probability of  given that  is 

true.  is the probability of event  given that  is true. 
Three main steps are conducted: corpus training, testing data 
training, and finally the classifying step in which the Arabic 
title is assigned either the same NER tag given by the Stanford 
NER or a new one. 

Step 1: Corpus Training; The content of each processed file 
for each category (i.e. person, location, and organization) in the 
corpus building phase is converted into tuples of (word, label), 
in which the label is the original tag assigned to the document. 
Next the features are extracted from these contents. As 
previously mentioned in the methodology section, it is noted 
that processing is done on the file contents such as removing 
punctuation, stop words, non-Arabic text, diacritical marks, 
and stemming. This processing facilitates feature extraction. 
Each word in the file is then given a frequency and sent to the 
NB classifier for training. 

Step 2: Test Data Training; The same processing steps done 
in the previous step (i.e. step 1 of phase 3) are applied on the 
content of each processed file for each category (i.e. person, 
location, and organization) in the testing dataset. Each word in 
the file is then assigned a frequency. 

Step 3: Classifying; The test data is sent to the NB 
classifier, where the document is either assigned to a new NER 

class or the original class is kept according to the training it is 
given. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

This section describes the experimental results and the 
evaluation process which was done manually due to lack of 
available resources. First, when building the corpus, the 300 
NEs were selected carefully by first taking into consideration 
their existence in Wikipedia, and second checking if the page 
contains a reasonable text. Table IV in appendix A represents 
the selected NEs for each category.  

Second, the testing data is created from English selected 
text from Aljazeera.com. This text contains at least 100 NE, 
recognized and assigned a specific NER class by the Stanford 
NER, and then the Arabic Wikipedia pages were fetched for 
these English NEs. It is important to note that the 
disambiguation pages were neglected. Table I shows the exact 
number of NEs in each class in the testing dataset. 

Third, the Arabic NEs are sent to the classifier, to assign it 
to a NER class. Table V in appendix A shows the resulted NEs 
for the testing and their original NER classes, new NER 
classes, and the correction done manually. Original class is the 
one given by the Stanford NER and the new class is the one 
given by the classifier. It is also important to note that the 
evaluation is done on the dataset before and after stemming, 
but the results were similar in both cases.  

Finally, the evaluation is done manually. As shown in table 
V in appendix A, 7 NEs in the testing dataset had ORG as the 
original tag when it should have been LOC after applying the 
classifier, these NEs were correctly classified as LOC. Another 
5 NEs in the testing dataset had PER as the original tag. 
Similarly, these 5 NEs after applying  the NB classifier were 
correctly classified into LOC. Table II illustrates the accuracy, 
recall, and precision obtained from the manual evaluation for 
the proposed classifier, as noted the accuracy, recall and 
precision are 52.75%, 17.3% and 33.3% respectively, 
indicating that classifier is poor in classifying person and 
organization. However, in regarding to classifying LOC NEs, 
the accuracy reached 80.37% with 52% recall and 100% 
precision, this is illustrated in table III. 

The poor classification of both person and organization is 
because the contents of their pages in Wikipedia are very 
diverse and might need to have more fine grain classes, or the 
need for a bigger corpus. However, location pages contain a 
uniform and frequently occurring words. 

TABLE I.  ARABIC NES TRAINING DATASET STATISTICS 

PERSON LOCATION ORGANIZATION OTHER Total 

28 48 15 16 107 

TABLE II.  ARABIC NES STATISTICAL MEASURES FOR CLASSIFYING 

LOC, ORG AND PER 
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Measure % 

Accuracy 52.75% 

Recall 17.3% 

Precision 33.3% 

TABLE III.  ARABIC NES STATISTICAL MEASURES FOR CLASSIFYING LOC 

Measure % 

Accuracy 80.37% 

Recall 52% 

Precision 100% 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper focused on building Arabic named entity 
lexicon, by using the English name entities to exploit 
Wikipedia for Arabic name entities, and classifying them into 
three main categories; person, location, and organization by 
applying the Naïve Bayes classifier. The process starts with 
building two corpora's, one for training and the other for 
testing. The evaluation is done manually because Arabic 
language lacks for such resources and the accuracy, recall and 
precision values obtained are 52.75%, 17.3% and 33.3% 
respectively, this low number is caused by the poor 
classification of the classes person and organization, while 
classifying the class location alone have the accuracy reached 
80.37%. 

APPENDIX A 

TABLE IV.  ARABIC NES CONTAINED IN THE CORPUS 

No. PERSON LOCATION ORGANIZATION 

ثأل١ِشرع١ّزدٕضجٌر 1

 عٓ

 ف١غذٛن خذالٌؾؼجٔذٟ

 ص٠ٛضش ثٌّس١طجٌٙجدا ٚدثدثٌى١الٟٔ 2

 إٔغضغشثَ صسشثءخٍٛؿ ٔج١ِٙجِٛسٚ 3

ؽٙذردٕضؤزّذثإلدشٞ 4

 ثٌذ٠ٕٛسٞ

(دجدض١ىٛ) دذسثٌذ٠ٍٍٕذضشٚي ِس١ّزسأعّسّذ  

(ؽشوز) إػّجس إعذج١ٔج أِغٍّز 5  

 ِدّٛػزص٠ٓ عٛس٠ج عجدش٠ٕجف١ش٠ٍٍٟ 6

 ؽشوزثٌٕفطجٌٛط١ٕزثٌؼشثل١ز ثالسدْ عجد١ٍٕ١ض٠ىٟ 7

ؽشوزو١جٔجٌغؼٛد٠زٌٍذضشٚو١ّج٠ٚج وجدٛي ثدضغجٍِطفٟ 8

 س

 ؽشوزػجِز أٌذج١ٔج ثدضغجِٙدشط 9

 لطشٌٍذضشٚي ثٌدضثةش ثدضٙجخّسّذ 10

 ؽشوزدضشٚألدٛظذ١جٌٛط١ٕز عجِٛثثألِش٠ى١ز غجدرثٌغّجْ 11

 ثٌؾشوزثٌٛط١ٕزٌٍذضشٚو١ّج٠ٚجس أٔذٚسث س٠جأد١شثؽذ 12

(صٛثصالخضّجػٟ) صغٛ أٔغٛال ثش٠جأغجأٚغٍٛ 13  

 خذِزثٌؾذىزثالخضّجػ١ز أٔغ٠ٛال ثش٠جثٌؾجٚٞ 14

 ِج٠غذ١ظ أٔضجسوض١ىج خ١ٍّزدٛز١شد 15

 أ١ٌىغجإٔضشٔش أٔض١غٛثٚدشدٛدث عجسر 16

(ؽشوز) أِجصْٚ ثألسخٕض١ٓ آع١جدثغش 17  

 عٕجدؾجس أس١ٕ١ِج آالءِشثدظ 18

 فىٛٔضجوضٟ أسٚدج ِشٚرِسّذ 19

 آعىئفئَ أعضشث١ٌج ع١ّشرعؼ١ذ 20

 خٛدس٠ذص ثٌّٕغج ِٕضٙىجٌشِسٟ 21

 فش٠ٕذعض١ش أرسد١دجْ ِٕضٙىّسّذسز١ُ 22

عٍٛىذٕضؼذذثٌٍٙجٌٙضث 23

 ع

 إ٠ذجٞ ثٌذج٘جِجط

!٠ج٘ٛ ثٌذسش٠ٓ عٍٛىجٌدغجس 24  

(ؽشوز) ع١ٕج دٕغالد٠ؼ دس٠زؽشفجٌذ٠ٓ 25  

 ِج٠ىشٚعٛفش دشدجدٚط ع١ٙشثٌؼٍٟ 26

 ١ٌٕىذإْ سٚع١جثٌذ١ضجء ِؼصِٛزثٌّذجسن 27

 دسثدٛخً دٍد١ىج آِجٌىشدٛي 28

(ِٛلغ) صجٚدجٚ د١ٍض زى١ّزثٌس١طٟ 29  

 ٠ٚى١ذ١ذ٠ج د١ٕٓ سث١ٔجثٌؼذذهللا 30

 ٠ٛص١ٛح خضسدشِٛد ١٘جدٕضجٌسغ١ٓ 31

 إِئعئْ دٛصجْ د٠جٔجوشصْٚ 32

 أدً د١ٌٛف١ج سث١ٔجثٌىشدٞ 33

 دج٠ذجي ثٌذٛعٕزٚثٌٙشعه ١ِغسّذثْ 34

(ِٛلغ) ػ١ٍئوغذش٠ظ دٛصغٛثٔج ػالثٌفجسط 35  

زک١ّجدٛثٌمجعّفشد 36

 ٚع١طٛعی

 ثٌد١ؾجٌغٛسٞ ثٌذشثص٠ً

 ٔجد٠ؾذجدجٌضغ١١ش دشٚٔجٞ طجسلجٌذؾشٞ 37

 زضدّصشثٌثٛسر دٍغجس٠ج غ١ٍٕدٛٔغْٛ 38

 ثٌسضدجٌذ٠ّمشثط١جٌىشدعضجٟٔ دٛسو١ٕجفجعٛ غج٠ضجٔٛؽ١ش٠ج 39

 ثٌسضدجٌؾ١ٛػ١جٌؼشثلٟ دٛسٚٔذٞ صؾجوذٛال١ٔه 40

41 

أدِٕٛصٛسِسّذثٌك

 ث٘شدجهلل

 ثألِّجٌّضسذر وّذٛد٠ج

 ّٔٛسثٌضج١ًِ وج١ِشْٚ ػذذثٌفضجزجٌغ١غٟ 42

ع١ذ٠ّسّذٌٚذثٌؾ١خ 43

 ػذذهللا

 خّجػزأدٛع١جف وٕذث

 خذٙزثٌٕصشر ثٌشأعجألخضش خجدشسصلجٌفٌٟٛ 44

خّٙٛس٠زأفش٠م١جثٌٛ صجٌسجٌؼٍٟ 45

 عطٝ;

 ثٌد١ؾجٌغٛس٠جٌسش

 صٕظ١ّجٌمجػذر صؾجد إعّجػ١ً 46

 زضدجهلل صؾ١ٍٟ صسغ١ٕؾشدَ 47

خّٙٛس٠زثٌص١ٕجٌؼ طٍؼضؼف١فٟ 48

 ػذ١ز

 زشوززّجط

 ثٌسؾذثٌؾؼذٟ وٌِٛٛذ١ج ػذذثٌٍٙذٕدسؼ 49

 ف١ٍمجٌمذط خضسثٌمّش ِسّذِصطفىٙذثسر 50

خّٙٛس٠زثٌىٛٔغٛثي ِسّذِشعٟ 51

 د٠ّمشثط١ز

 ثٌسٍفجألطٍغٟ

(ثألسدْ) خذٙزثٌؼّالإلعالِٟ خّٙٛس٠زثٌىٛٔغٛ ؽٛل١ض١ف 52  

 ثإلخٛثٔجٌّغٍّْٛ خضسوٛن ػالءػذذثٌفضجذ 53

 زضدجٌسش٠زٚثٌؼذثٌز وٛعضجس٠ىج ثٌّغ١شردٕؾؼذز 54

أدٛثٌّٕصٛسثٌفض 55

 الٌّغضشؽذدجهلل

 دسػجٌدض٠شر عجزالٌؼجج

ٚال٠زع١ٕجء - صٕظ١ّذثػؼ وشٚثص١ج إدشث١ّ٘جٌغٍم١ٕٟ 56  

 زٛث١ْٛ وٛدج إدشث١ّ٘جألٚي 57

(دثػؼ) صٕظ١ّجٌذٌٚزثإلعال١ِز لذشؿ طجسلجٌؼٍٟ 58  

أدٛإعالِؤزّذػذذثي 59

ٌٗ 

 ثٌد١ؾجٌغٛس٠جٌسش ثٌدّٙٛس٠زثٌضؾ١ى١ز

 زضدجهلل ص١شثٔج س٠جض١ٕمٛال 60

 زشوززّجط ثٌدضثةشثٌؼجصّز خّجالٌذخجٟٔ 61

(خش٠ذرأسد١ٔز) ثٌذعضٛس ثٔذٚسثالف١ال ػذذثٌٍط١فجٌذغذثدٞ 62  

(خش٠ذر) ثٌؼشدج١ٌَٛ ٌٛثٔذث ػذذثٌسى١ّؼجِش 63  

 زغٕئدشث١ُ٘ 64

(ضجدظ)  

(خش٠ذرِصش٠ز) ثٌذعضٛس عجٔدٛٔض  

 ػ١ٍصذشٞ 65

(ع١جعٟ)  

(خش٠ذرػشثل١ز) ثٌذعضٛس د٠ٕٛغآ٠شط  

(ثٌغؼٛد٠ز) صس١فزثٌؾشق ٠ش٠فجْ ِسّذأٔٛسثٌغجدثس 66  

(لطش) صس١فزثٌؾشق أٚسٔدغضجد ػذ١ٌّٕصٛس 67  

(خش٠ذردسش١ٕ٠ز) ثٌٛطٓ وجٔذشث خّجٌؼذذثٌٕجصش 68  

(خش٠ذرصٛٔغ١ز) ثٌٛطٓ ف١١ٕج صذثِسغ١ٓ 69  

(خش٠ذرخضثةش٠ز) ثٌٛطٓ دجوٛ ؽ١د١ٕذ١ٕغ 70  

١ٌٕٛوظ/ثٌدّؼ١زثٌثمجف١زثٌؼ١ٍّزخٕٛ ٔجعجٚ ٘ٛخ١ٕضجٚ 71

 ٚثٌذشِد١جصجٌسشر

 ثٌدّؼ١زثٌثمجف١زثٌغش٠ج١ٔزف١غٛس٠ج ثٌّٕجِز وش٠ّّجع١ّٛف 72

 ثٌدّؼ١زثٌثمجف١زدجٌؼّجس دوج ػذذثٌس١ّذثٌذىٛػ 73

 خّؼ١زِصشٌٍثمجفزٚثٌسٛثس دش٠ذخضجْٚ ِؼّشثٌمزثفٟ 74

ػذذثٌٍٙجٌثج١ٔذٕجٌسظ 75  ثٌدّؼ١زثٌثمجف١زثالخضّجػ١زثٌٕغجة١ز ١ِٕغه
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ٓ٠ 

ثٌدّؼ١زثٌؼشد١زثٌغؼٛد٠زٌٍثمجفزٚثٌف دشٚوغً ؽ١خ 76

ْٛٔ 

 ٔذٚرزش٠زثٌصسجفزف١ٍ١ذ١ج دٍّٛدجْ ِال 77

 ِٙشخجٔجٌذٚخٍز دٛسصٛٔٛفٛ أ١ِش 78

 ِؼشضجٌش٠جضجٌذ١ٌٍٍٚىضجح ٘ج١ٍِضْٛ أ١ِشثٌّؤ١ِٕٓ 79

 صى١زأِؼٍٟ ث١ّفٛ ػجً٘ 80

 خّؼ١زصٕجػجٌس١جردجألسدْ الدجص سصذزػغىش٠ز 81

 ِؤعغزد١ٍٍِٛ١ٕذثغ١ضظ عشث١٠فٛ ع١جعٟ 82

 الػذٛعظ 83

(وشرلذَ)  

 ١ِٕ٘ٛشث٠ضغٛٚصؼ خجدٛسْٚ

 ثٌٙالالألزّشثٌغؼٛدٞ دشثص١ٍ٠ج صجخش 84

ثٌدّؼ١زثٌخ١ش٠زثٌؾشوغ١زف١جألسد دٕذسعشىذ١دجٚثْ ِذسط 85

ْ 

(ثٌى٠ٛش) ثٌدّؼ١زثٌخ١ش٠ز صٛف١ج ٔجدغزؽطشٔح 86  

 خّؼ١زثٌّمجصذثٌخ١ش٠زثإلعال١ِز  ٚثخجدٚخٛ ِؼٍمش٠جضٟ 87

 صٕجػجٌس١جر دٛخِٛذٛسث س٠جضٟ 88

 ث١ٌٙتزثٌخ١ش٠زثإلعال١ِزثٌؼج١ٌّز دِٕٛذٕـٗ ِز٠غ 89

 خّؼ١زثٌص١ٍذٛثٌٙالالألزّش ٠جٚٔذٜ ِز٠ؼؤخذجس 90

 ثٌٍدٕزثٌذ١ٌٚزٌٍص١ٍذجألزّش أٚصجٚث سة١ظ 91

ثالصسجدثٌذ١ٌٍٚدّؼ١جصجٌص١ٍذجألزّش دشث٠ج ثٌشة١غجٌضٕف١زٞ 92

 ٚثٌٙالالألزّش

 ِٕظّزخ١ش٠ز ِٛس٠ضج١ٔج ِذ٠شصٕف١زٞ 93

ِذ٠شػجَ-سة١ظ 94  خّؼ١زثٌؾجسلزثٌخ١ش٠ز ثٔد١ّٕج 

 لشىجألطفجإلعؤٚإط عجٔض١جغٛ دجزث 95

ثٌدّؼ١زثٌغؼٛد٠زثٌخ١ش٠زٌّشضىج دى١ٓ دجزثّجدؼذثٌذوضٛسثٖ 96

 إل٠ذص

(صفز) ػجٌُ 97  ِٕظّزغ١شسدس١ز دٛغٛصج 

 ِؤعغزِسّذثٌخجِغٍٍضضجِٓ ِٛسٟٚٔ سة١غجٌٛصسثء 98

 خ١ؾجٌخالؿ و١ٕؾجعج زجوّجٌذٌٚز 99

 خّؼ١زثٌّمجصذثٌخ١ش٠زثإلعال١ِز  دشثصثف١ً سة١غجٌدّٙٛس٠ز 100

TABLE V.  ARABIC NES RESULTED FROM ENGLISH TEXT WITH THEIR 

NER CLASS, WHERE ORIGINAL NER CLASS GIVEN BY THE STANFORD NER 

CLASSIFIER AND THE NEW NER CLASS GIVEN BY THE PROPOSED CLASSIFIER, 
AND THE CORRECTION I DONE MANUALLY. 

No. Arabic NE 
Original 

NER class 

New NER 

class 
Correction 

 - LOC LOC ثالسدْ 1

 - LOC LOC سٚع١ج 2

3 
ثٌطش٠ك إٌٝ 

(ف١ٍُ)ثٌفٍٛخز   LOC LOC - 

 - LOC LOC ثٌؼشثق 4

 - LOC LOC إعالَ 5

 - LOC LOC دغذثد 6

 - LOC LOC ثٌّٛصً 7

 - LOC LOC ِذ٠ٕز 8

 - LOC LOC لٍؼز أسد١ً 9

 - LOC LOC ثٌمج٘شر 10

 - LOC LOC ِصش 11

 - LOC LOC لطش 12

 LOC LOC Shape ِشدغ 13

 - LOC LOC أِغضشدثَ 14

 - LOC LOC ٌٕ٘ٛذث 15

 - LOC LOC أٚسٚدج 16

 - LOC LOC زٍخ 17

 - LOC LOC ٔج١ّ٠خٓ 18

 - LOC LOC عٛس٠ج 19

(دجفجس٠ج)٘ٛفٙج٠ُ  20  LOC LOC - 

 - LOC LOC دِؾك 21

22 
٘ٛالٔذ دجص١ٕش 

(٠ٛ١ٔٛسن)  LOC LOC - 

 - LOC LOC ٌذٕجْ 23

 - LOC LOC دش١ٌٓ 24

 - LOC LOC ثٌؾ١ؾجْ 25

 - LOC LOC ِؾشع ثٌؼ١ٓ 26

 LOC LOC PER أزّذ ثٌذجؽج 27

 - LOC LOC ث١ٌّٓ 28

 - LOC LOC دح دٓ ػذْ 29

 - LOC LOC ثٌى٠ٛش 30

 LOC LOC ORG ص٠ٛضش 31

 LOC LOC PER دش٠ٕظ 32

 - LOC LOC ثٌغؼٛد٠ز 33

34 
ثصسجد ؽؼخ 

 LOC LOC ORG ثٌدض٠شر ثٌؼشد١ز

 - LOC LOC خذر 35

 - LOC LOC إِجسر ددٟ 36

 - LOC LOC صشو١ج 37

 - LOC LOC إٔذ١ٔٚغ١ج 38

 - LOC LOC ثٌٛال٠جس ثٌّضسذر 39

 - LOC LOC ثٌٍّّىز ثٌّضسذر 40

 LOC LOC Direction ؽّجي 41

42 
ِؼشوز طشف 

 LOC LOC Battle ثٌغجس

43 
ثإلِجسثس ثٌؼشد١ز 

 - LOC LOC ثٌّضسذر

 ORG LOC ORG ٔجعج 44

 ORG LOC Movie ف١ٍُ 45

 ORG LOC Direction ؽّجي 46

 - ORG LOC ثٌٛال٠جس ثٌّضسذر 47

 ORG LOC Religion إعالَ 48

 ORG LOC Art ٔمؼ دجسص 49

 - ORG LOC وٕذث 50

 - ORG LOC ثٌٍّّىز ثٌّضسذر 51

 ORG LOC ORG ف١ظ دٛن 52

53 
صٕظ١ُ ثٌذٌٚز 

(دثػؼ)ثإلعال١ِز   ORG LOC ORG 

54 
ٚوجٌز زّج٠ز ثٌذ١تز 

 ORG LOC ORG ثألِش٠ى١ز

 ORG LOC PER الخب 55

56 
لجةّز دٍذ٠جس 

 - ORG LOC فٍٛس٠ذث

 ORG LOC ORG ثألُِ ثٌّضسذر 57

58 
ثٌطش٠ك إٌٝ 

(ف١ٍُ)ثٌفٍٛخز   ORG LOC Movie 

59 
ٍِف ثعضٕجدٞ دٌٟٚ 

 ORG LOC ORG ثفضشثضٟ

60 
ِؼٙذ ٌٕ٘ٛذث ٌضجس٠خ 

 - ORG LOC ثٌفٓ

61 
ِٕظّز ثٌؾشطز 

 ORG LOC ORG ثٌدٕجة١ز ثٌذ١ٌٚز

62 
ثٌٍدٕز ثٌؼشد١ز 

 ORG LOC ORG ثٌؼ١ٍج

 ORG LOC PER صسفٟ 63

 ORG LOC Language ٌغز ػشد١ز 64

 ORG LOC PER ِغٍُ 65

 ORG LOC Transport ػشدز ٔمً 66

 - ORG LOC دٕغجي 67

68 
ٚوجٌز ثٌطجلز 

 ORG LOC ORG ث٠ٌٕٚٛز

69 
سصذز )فش٠ك أٚي 

(ػغىش٠ز  ORG LOC PER 

 ORG LOC PER روجء 70

 ORG LOC ORG س٠ٚضشص 71

 - ORG LOC ث١ٌّٓ 72
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 ORG LOC Address دش٠ذ إٌىضشٟٚٔ 73

 ORG LOC ORG ١٘غذجٔٛ ع٠ٛغج 74

 ORG LOC ORG ص٠ٛضش 75

 ORG LOC PER دش٠ٕظ 76

77 
غضٚثس ثٌّغٛي 

 PER LOC Battle ٌٍؾجَ

78 
غشدٟ )ؽ١خ ثزّذ 

(أسدد١ً  PER LOC - 

 PER LOC PER طٍؼش ػف١فٟ 79

 PER LOC PER ٚدثد ثٌى١الٟٔ 80

 PER LOC PER إعّجػ١ً 81

82 
إ١ٌظ غشٚف 

(إ١ٌٕٛٞ)  PER LOC PER 

83 
ِسّذ ِسّٛد ػذذ 

 PER LOC PER ثٌؼض٠ض

 PER LOC PER ػذذ ثٌفضجذ ثٌغ١غٟ 84

 PER LOC PER صوش٠ج 85

 PER LOC PER ِسّذ 86

 PER LOC Organ ِؼذر 87

 PER LOC PER ِال 88

(صشل١ُ)لٛط  89  PER LOC Punctuation 

 PER LOC ORG زٛث١ْٛ 90

91 
ع١ذٞ ِسّذ ٌٚذ 

 PER LOC PER ثٌؾ١خ ػذذ هللا

 PER LOC PER ؽ١خ 92

93 
ػذذ ثٌّجٌه 

 PER LOC PER ثٌذ٘جِؾز

94 
ِسّذ أزّذ 

 PER LOC PER ثٌّخالفٟ

 PER LOC PER طجسق ثٌؼٍٟ 95

(فٕذق)دشج ثٌؼشح  96  PER LOC - 

 - PER LOC عجٔض١جغٛ 97

 - PER LOC ٚثد 98

 PER LOC PER ز١ذس ثٌؼذجدٞ 99

 PER LOC Month سِضجْ 100

101 
زغ١ٓ صجدق 

 PER LOC PER ثٌّصشثصٟ

 PER LOC PER ِسّذ ِشعٟ 102

 PER LOC PER ؽٛلٟ ض١ف 103

(خٕظ)ثَٛ  104  PER LOC Plant 

105 
ِمجطؼز )٘الي 

(صؾٕجسثْ  PER LOC - 

 PER LOC PER ػالء ػذذ ثٌفضجذ 106

 PER LOC PER أعّجء ِسفٛظ 107
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